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Risk Oversight Task Force Meeting 
 

April 7, 2015 – Zurich 
 

Minutes  
 
Participants: 
 
Chair:  Jules Gribble IAA Secretariat: 
 Nicole Séguin, Executive Director 
 Brenda Kelly, Finance Consultant 
   
Members: Malcolm Campbell 
 Godfrey Perrott 
 John Maroney 
 Mike McLaughlin 
 
Absent: Mike Kilgour 
 Tony Coleman 
 David Ingram 
 Frank Sabatini 

Thierry Poincelin 
 
1. Welcome and Approval of Agenda 

Chair Jules Gribble called the meeting to order at approximately 5:20 pm Zurich time and 
welcomed the participants to the meeting.  The agenda was approved.  Nicole clarified the 
Secretariat’s support personnel. 
 

2. Approval of minutes from previous conference call meeting – March 18, 2015 
The minutes for the March 18, 2015 conference call were presented with mark ups.  The 
minutes were approved.  The Draft Action Sheet dated March 18, 2015 is to be appended to 
the minutes.  Acknowledgements were made to Nancy Kelly for her support at the last 
meeting. 
 

3. Risk Appetite 
The Draft Risk Appetite Statement document and the Risk Objectives Appetite Impact Matrix 
were discussed.  A number of things were agreed: 

 Consistent terminology needs to be used throughout 

 The Impact rating will be the product of the Likelihood and Consequence ratings.  
Risk tolerances reflect impact.  It was noted this was relevant for assessing future 
risks, however for assessing risk events the Likelihood would be one (since an event 
had occurred).   

 Tolerances in the Risk Appetite are in terms of residual risk, not inherent risk 

 A 5 x 5 assessment (Likelihood  x Consequences) matrix will be used 
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 It is desirable to link the level of consequence to the reporting and escalation criteria 
used 

 The process needs to be kept simple so that is can be easily implemented (primarily 
by the Secretariat) and is not seen as an impost by users 

 There is scope to refine the set of consequences that attached to various risks 
identified. To the extent that this is clarified the task of the Secretariat in managing 
responses will be augmented and simplified. 

 IAA strategies would be assigned to a single risk type (even if their footprint covered 
more than one risk type) on the basis of simplicity.  [It is noted that the IAA strategies 
address issues and risks that are not limited to ‘strategic risk’ as defined by the ROTF.  
That is, the usage of the word strategy in ‘IAA strategies’ and ‘strategic risk’ differs.] 

 In line with the responsibilities outlined below, it is anticipated that initial risk 
management actions will be managed by the Secretariat.   

Nicole reported that the Secretariat’s IT Needs Analysis, currently underway, while 
addressing key aspect of business continuity planning, was not a comprehensive business 
continuity plan (BCP).   From the risk management perspective a more comprehensive BCP 
should be considered.  It was agreed that the BCP should be tailored to the size and needs of 
the IAA.  The need to the BCP to be accessible if required was noted (Godfrey noted the 
value of it being held external to the IAA in a virtual environment).  To avoid the risk of trying 
to design a BCP from scratch it was agreed that publically available templates would be 
sought which could then be reviewed and modified if necessary. 
 
Jules proposed that a skeleton ROTF Report be developed.  This was agreed.  It was also 
agreed that this document should then become a ‘living document’ recording decisions etc.  
It was noted that there is already material to be included, for example, definitions of risks 
from the Survey.   
 
The group also agreed that once the framework is defined and that its components were put 
in one place, the next step would be to operationalize the framework. 

 
Action items: 

 Jules to redraft the Risk Appetite to attain consistency of terminology (with reference 
to Mike Kilgour and Tony Coleman)  

 Brenda will search for a business continuity planning template for the committee to 
discuss at its next meeting. 

 Jules will develop the skeleton of a ROTF report and populate it with some material.  
To be discussed at the next meeting. 

 
4. Risk Management Roles & Responsibilities 

The “ownership” of the risk management function was further discussed.  Mike McLaughlin 
clarified recent IAA decisions.  The following roles were agreed: 

 Audit & Finance Committee:  Provide oversight of IAA risk management activities on 
behalf of Council.  This includes the escalation of material IAA risk related matters to 
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Council for final decision in cases not delegated to Audit and Finance.   Examples of 
such escalations would include approval of an IAA Risk Appetite, and decisions 
regarding the management of significant risk events. 

 Executive Committee:  Provides ‘day-to-day’ management of the IAA on behalf of 
Council.  This includes ensuring the implementation and ongoing management of IAA 
risk management activities. 

 Secretariat:  Responsible for executing the IAA risk management practices and 
processes. 

 Council:  As the ultimate governing body of the IAA, Council retains ultimate 
responsibility for all IAA risk management activities.  However Council may delegate 
responsibility for actions and implementation as it considers appropriate. 

It was considered these roles clarified the ownership of IAA risk related activities and 
avoided the risk of having responsibilities split between multiple owners, yet ensured that all 
required activities were allocated.  It was also noted that reporting and 
escalation/delegation criteria between the groups named above will be needed.  It was also 
noted that there will be a need for a periodic review of the efficiency and effectiveness of 
processes put in place.    
 
Action item: 

 Nicole to redraft the Risk Management Roles and Responsibilities to reflect the 
discussion for review at next meeting.  Also to include responsibility flowcharts and 
proposed delegation and escalation rules. 

5. Survey 
Initial results of the survey were discussed (per Jules summary).  Godfrey suggested 
summarizing inputs to distill key risks reported.  It was also noted that not all risk may have 
been reported in the survey, so further risk identification may be appropriate.   The 
Committee noted a summary report to the respondents was needed, as promised by the 
survey. 
 
Action items: 

 Godfrey to distill risks identified by survey respondents down to key risks 

 Jules, with support from Godfrey (see prior action), to draft summary report to be 
provide to survey contributors.  For review at next meeting. 

 All to provide suggestions of additional risks to the IAA to be considered by the ROTF 
(prior to next meeting).  

 
6. Other items 

It was noted that the scope of the ROTF is limited in that its role is to recommend the risk 
management structure for the IAA, but it is not its role to implement that structure.  In this 
context the expected life of the ROTF is limited, with its formal cessation linked to the final 
acceptance of its report.  While it is clear that further work will be required on an ongoing 
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basis to implement, manage and maintain the IAA’s risk management framework, this is not 
the role of the current ROTF.     
 
Discussion followed regarding the timeline for reporting to Council.  The ideal scenario is 
that the Audit & Finance Committee will present to Council in Vancouver with a Risk 
Framework that can be deliberated and finalized by Council via ballot by December 31.  
Achieving this depends on the extent of discussion needed by Council and issues, if any, that 
may be raised.  To facilitate Council discussion, the Audit & Finance Committee needs 
adequate preparation time to digest and deliberate final reports. 
 
Action items and timeline: 

 Draft ROTF report to Audit & Finance Committee by August 31 so Audit & Finance 
Committee can discuss at its September meeting. 

 Draft ROTF report from Audit & Finance to Council to be delivered to delegates 30 
days in advance, i.e., September 14. 

 Audit & Finance presents ROTF report to Council at October 14 – 18 meetings 
(particular date TBD) 

 If possible, acceptance of the ROTF report, reflecting required changes, to be 
proposed for approval via electronic ballot by December 31 for implementation 
effective January 1, 2016 

 If major issues from Council are identified at the October meetings, then finalization 
of the Risk Management Framework will be deferred to May 2016 Council meetings. 

 
7. Next Meeting 

Next meeting via conference call is set for May 20th at 3pm EST. 
 
Action item: 

 Jules will check with David Ingram and Frank Sabatini to see if they can help with 
some of the tasks identified or suggest others who can.  

 
 
Meeting adjourned at 7pm Zurich time. 


